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>se lead in this important particular is here being followed, ultant curve found to run closely parallel to the curve of annual mean departures" of the maximum temperatures ^s in the United States.
Y "the most striking point of agreement, one that must strongly upon, as shown by Fig. 226, between the combination curve iperature, occurs in 1912, when, in spite of the fact that the ^ere at a minimum, indicating that, according to rule, the 3 should be high, the temperature curve dropped greatly and >bviously, because of the simultaneous and corresponding the intensity of solar radiation produced by the extensive mai's dust, precisely as happened at spot minima after the f Asama, in 1783. Both cases, since they occurred during .a, show distinctly the great influence volcanic dust has on emperatures.
attire Variations Since 1750 as Influenced by Sun Spots and mptions.—Sun-spot numbers,2 month by month, are fairly L since July, 1749, and so, too, are the annual temperature from about the same time, and, therefore, the data at hand ing these two phenomena over a continuous period of a little 179 years, or from at least the beginning of the year 1750 to * date. Figure 227 (folded, attached to inside of back cover)
comparison easy.    The bottom curves give the smoothed pcrature departures, as computed from Koppen's actual annual
xising   all stations,  while  the top curve follows Wolfer's
rage sun-spot numbers.    Of course, the earlier observations,
i spots and of temperatures, were few in number and, more or
sf actory in comparison with those obtained during the past 30,
years.     Nevertheless, it is clear from Fig. 227 that, at least
the data of our earliest records, and, presumably, therefore,
Infinitely distant time in the past, the two phenomena, atmos-
•>orature and sun-spot numbers, have in general varied together,
•>ver,   marked  discrepancies from time to time.    The  same
,s   continued to hold since 1913 (final year of the figure) to
t,    1928,   as previously explained.    These discrepancies  we
consider, and shall show that they occurred, in every impor-
iri mediately after violent volcanic eruptions.
c   Disturbances of Atmospheric Temperature Since 1750.—
distinctly remembered that the earlier temperature records,
their limited number, if for no other reason, give only the
nd of world temperatures.    Again, the record, back to 1750,
riian Miscellaneous Collections, Vol. 60; No. 29, 1913.
t   Astronomische Mitteilunqen, 93; 1902, and later numbers.
r,' Zeit. Oesterreich. Gesell.fiir Meteorologie, 8; 241 and 257, 1873.

